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Depression storage capacity (DSC) models found in the literature were developed using statistical regression 
for relatively large soil surface roughness and slope values resulting in several fitting parameters. In this 
research, we developed and tested a conceptual model to estimate surface depression storage having small 
roughness values usually encountered in rainwater harvesting micro-catchments and bare soil in arid regions 
with only one fitting parameter. Laboratory impermeable surfaces of 30 x 30 cm2 were constructed with 
4 sizes of gravel and mortar resulting in random roughness values ranging from 0.9 to 6.3 mm. A series of 
laboratory experiments were conducted under 9 slope values using simulated rain. Depression storage for 
each combination of relative roughness and slope was estimated by the mass balance approach. Analysis of 
experimental results indicated that the developed linear model between DSC and the square root of the ratio 
of random roughness (RR) to slope was significant at p < 0.001 and coefficient of determination R2 = 0.90. The 
developed model predicted depression storage of small relief at higher accuracy compared to other models 
found in the literature. However, the model is based on small-scale laboratory plots and further testing in the 
field will provide more insight for practical applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface depressions and micro-relief play a significant role in surface runoff, sediment yield and 
dissolved compounds of agricultural fields (Dunne et al., 1991; Hairsine et al., 1992; Huang and 
Bradford, 1992; Govers et al., 2000; Takken et al., 2001; Darboux et al., 2002; Chu et al., 2013; Rossi 
and Ares, 2017). However, quantifying this storage at the watershed and field scale is one of the most 
challenging tasks for scientists. Therefore, estimating the depression storage capacity (DSC) of a land 
surface has continued to receive wide attention from researchers worldwide.

The surface storage can be classified into depression storage and surface detention (Stammers and 
Ayers, 1957). The difference between the depression and detention storages is that the depression 
storage does not contribute in the recession area in the hydrograph. On the other hand, the detention 
storage has two possibilities: to infiltrate and/or to appear as the recession part of the hydrograph 
(Fig. 1). Mathematically, this concept can be explained by the water mass balance. Geometrically, a 
soil depression is a subsidence/puddle point on the soil surface compared to adjacent/surrounding 
points. The depression storage is a depth of water in soil pits (Antoine et al., 2012). Soil depression 
storage capacity (DSC) is the maximum depth of water that can be stored in soil depression areas.

Depression storage capacity is affected by a wide range of parameters related to soil, topography, 
agricultural practices and environmental conditions. To simplify such a complex set of factors, 
researchers have tried to develop soil roughness indices that best describe or quantify DSC for land 
surfaces. Soil roughness is a measure of the variations in surface elevation. The research has intensified 
by the development of digital and laser scanning techniques that enable researchers to obtain digital 
elevation maps, thus estimating soil surface roughness parameters with proper computer algorithms 
with relative precision and in a short time. Therefore, calculating DSC based on well-estimated soil 
roughness parameters became possible (Mitchell and Jones, 1976, 1978; Moore and Larson, 1979, 
Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; Kamphorst and Duval, 2001; Abedini, 1998; Abd Elbasit et al., 2009).

Several soil roughness parameters have been developed by researchers to predict DSC accurately 
for a given soil condition (Onstad, 1984; Linden et al., 1986; Zobeck and Onstad, 1987; Sneddon 
and Chapman, 1989; Huang and Bradford, 1990; Mwendera and Feyen, 1992; Hansen et al., 1999; 
Kamphrost et al., 2000; Borselli and Torri, 2010). Those parameters include: random roughness (RR), 
tortuosity, limiting elevation difference and slope, and the mean upslope depression. The relative 
roughness (RR) soil surface seems to be one of the most popular single soil surface parameters that 
has been related to DSC. The relative roughness index is the population standard deviation of micro- 
and macro-relief elevations for a soil plot and was first introduced by Allmaras et al. (1966). Monteith 
(1974) presented the first linear model that relates DSC to RR. However, many other researchers have 
shown that the relationship between DSC and RR is a second-degree polynomial.
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Figure 2. Fabricated gypsum surfaces with three roughness values

Figure 1. Conceptual partitioning of surface storage into depression 
storage (DSC) and detention storage

Hansen et al. (1999) developed a model based on a physically 
measured roughness index named mean upslope depression 
(MUD), and used it to estimate the depression storage capacity 
(DSC) for 32 Danish tilled soil surfaces. But they observed that 
MUD seemed to overestimate small DSC and underestimate large 
DSC values. In a field study scanning more than 200 tilled soil 
surfaces in Europe, Kamphorst et al. (2000) compared several 
roughness indices including random roughness (RR), tortusity, 
limiting elevation difference and slope and mean upslope 
depression (MUD), with their ability to predict maximum 
depression storage (DSC) calculated from the digital elevation 
model. They concluded that RR was the best index, describing 
the DSC linearly with coefficient of determination R2 = 0.8, but 
there is a need for a different prediction model for low DSC values 
(Onstad, 1984; Linden et al., 1988; Hansen et al., 1999). In recent 
studies, Chu et al. (2012) pointed out the importance of RR data 
processing on DSC prediction and that the MUD index is more 
suitable than RR for tillage surfaces and steeper slopes.

Borselli and Torri (2010) were the first to present a conceptual 
model where the rate of change of depression storage is related 
to the stored volume itself and the rate of change of some soil 
parameter, i.e., RR or P100 of Abbot–Firestone curve. They showed 
by integration that the relationship between DSC and RR is 
exponential. They then postulated that the effect of slope on DSC 
will also follow an exponential decay function and that there will 
always be a minimum storage volume that should be included in 
the equation. The final relationship of their model is shown in 
Table 1, along with models developed by other researchers.

Most of the models presented in the literature are empirical and 
based on the statistical relationship between DSC and relative 
roughness and slope, resulting in several fitting parameters. The 
validity of those models beyond the experimental values from which 
the model was developed is in doubt. In addition, these models 
have been developed and tested on surfaces with large values for 
soil roughness, i.e., tilled soil. However, the models’ performance 
is questionable on soil surfaces having small roughness indices, 
similar to arid land soil surfaces or those usually encountered in the 
macro-catchments used for rainwater harvesting in arid and semi-

arid lands. Rossi and Ares (2017; 2016) reported that the average 
soil roughness in the arid lands of Patagonia varied from 6.6 mm 
for vegetated surface to only 0.76 mm for bare soil surfaces. Farmers 
use micro-catchments to enhance runoff in the catchment area and 
channel it to cropping area to enhance crop growth. The roughness 
of these micro-catchments is initially small and expected to decrease 
exponentially with time due to rainfall (Zobeck and Onstad, 1987; 
Potter, 1990; Bertuzzi et al., 1990). Therefore, the objective of this 
study was to develop and test a model that integrates roughness 
coefficients and land slope, and its ability to describe DSC under 
relatively small roughness values and a wide range of surface slopes.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fabrication and elevation measurement of experimental 
plots

Impermeable surfaces with different roughness values were 
constructed using cement, gypsum and 4 gravel sizes: 5, 10, 20, 
and 30 mm, named P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. Impermeable 
surfaces were used to separate the influence of depression storage 
on runoff from infiltration (Kamphorst et al., 2000). Four wooden 
trays with dimension 300 x 300 x 30 mm (depth) were used and 
filled with a layer of cement to 15 mm depth; the gravel was fixed 
on the cement mortar and left for 24 h at room temperature for 
drying. After drying, a layer of gypsum and wax was sprayed on the 
cement gravel surface to create a rough and impermeable surface, 
as shown in Fig. 2 (for further details, see Abd Elbasit et al., 2009).

Table 1. Empirical relationships for depression storage capacity 
estimation based on soil random roughness index and slope 
developed in previous studies

ID Relationship Reference

Model [1] DSC = 0.112RR + 0.031RR2 − 0.012RR∙S Onstad (1984)

Model [2] DSC = 0.294RR + 0.036RR2 − 0.01RR∙S Mwendera and Feyen (1992)

Model [3] DSC = 0.369RR - 3.76RR.S + 11.1RR∙S2 Hansen et al. (1999)

Model [4] DSC =0.234RR + 0.01RR2 + 0.012RR∙S Kamphorst et al. (2000)

Model [5] DSC = 0.159 + 0.55e1.0011RR e−0.155S Borselli and Torri (2010)

DSC is depression storage capacity (cm); RR is random roughness (cm) 
defined by Allmaras et al. (1966); S is surface slope in per cent
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Figure 3. Schematic view of depression storage in experimental 
setup including the peristaltic pump, disc-type water distributor, 
hypodermic tubes, and gypsum plot

A 30 steel pin micro-relief device was used to measure the relative 
elevation for 900 points in each plot with cell size equal to 10 x 
10 mm as described by Abd Elbasit et al. (2009). The variation 
in surface elevation was marked as the variation of the pins’ red 
mark on a graph paper. Abd Elbasit et al. (2009) present a detailed 
description for the surface construction and pin-micro-relief device. 
The random roughness index (RR) for each plot was calculated from 
the 900 elevation data points as follows (Allmaras et al., 1966):
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where RR is random roughness; Zi is elevation at i point, Z is 
average elevation; k is number of points, in this case equal to 900. 
The resulting RR values for R1, R2, R3 and R4 were 0.88, 1.83, 
3.91, and 6.33 mm, respectively (Fig. 2)

Measurement of depression storage capacity (DSC)

The DSC was determined under 4 roughness levels and 9 slopes 
using water mass balance between inflow and outflow water 
volumes (Antoni et al., 2010). In each experiment an inflow water 
with known rate was applied at the upstream end of the plots 
using a disc-shaped distributer device with a peristaltic water 
pump, as shown in Fig. 3. The disc distributor dispenses inflow 
water to the plots evenly through 30 outlets consisting of plastic 
tubes and needles. At the downstream end of the plots the outflow 
water was monitored using a graduated cylinder. The difference 
between steady-state inflow and outflow rates represents the 
depression the detention storage (Antoni et al., 2010). At the end 
of each experiment the mass of the water remaining on the plot 
was measured and recorded as the depression storage capacity 
(DSC) for that surface. The experiments were carried out using 
9 slopes, 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5°, 8°, 10°, 15°, and 20°, replicated 3 times. 
The mean and standard deviation of DSC were calculated for each 
surface-slope combination.

Conceptual model

Depression storage capacity models found in the literature were 
developed using statistical regression between DSC values and 
some surface parameters, mostly RR and slope. In this research, 
we attempted to hypothesize the shape of the relationship between 
DSC and RR and slope, based on simple concepts, rather than 
developing the equation based on stepwise regression. This 
approach was taken not to develop a physically based model, but 
rather to reduce the fitting parameters of the equation to 2 or 1 
fitting parameter/s.

The overland flow can be described using Manning’s equation for 
wide channel as:
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where v = flow velocity, m/s; q is the unit width discharge m2/s; 
D = water depth or storage, m; S = channel slope (bed slope) and 
n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient, s/m(1/3). The overland 
flow can also be related to surface roughness η and water depth or 
storage D to the power m (Stammers and Ayers, 1957), where m 
varied between ½ and ⁵/₃.
             q Dm� ��  (4)

Equating Eqs 3 and 4 will reveal the following proportional 
equation:
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We postulated that the left-hand side represents water storage 
with dimension L, and n∙η represents relative roughness RR to 
the power equal to that of the slope. We may envisage the shape 
of the equation by selecting m = 2/3, equal to the power of the 

hydraulic radius in Manning’s equation and using only 2 fitting 
parameters, namely, a constant λ, as a slope factor and a constant 
β representing the minimum storage capacity, as suggested by 
Borselli and Torri (2010). The final form of the DSC equation with 
2 fitting parameters will be as follows:
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Equation 6 will be validated with the experimental data and 
therefore the λ and β values will be determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The combined depression storage (DSC) and detention storage 
(DS) were calculated from the difference between the inflow and 
outflow, and compared to the residual DSC as measured at the end 
of each experiment. Figure 4 shows a linear relationship between 
DSC and combined DSC plus DS, R2 = 0.9 and p < 0.05, confirming 
the concept presented by Antoni et al. (2010). DSC values seemed 
to be 24% lower than that of depression and detention. The DSC 
values were used in the analysis that follows.

The interrelationships between DSC, RR and slope are explored 
in Figs 4, 5 and 6. First, the relationship of DSC with slope for 
each RR value is shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the DSC increased 
with RR and follows a decay power function in relation to the 
slope with coefficient of determination R2 varyinf from 0.84 to 
0.94 (p < 0.001). The power constant ranges from −0.49 for RR 
= 0.88 mm to 0.67 for RR of 6.3 mm. This in agreement with 
the investigations carried out by Burselli and Torri (2010), who 
showed a decaying power relationship between DSC and plot 
slope using experimental data and the inclined cup model. Other 
researchers have reported an inverse relationship between DSC 
and slope, but these relationships were linear (Onstad, 1984; 
Mwendera and Feyen, 1992), squared (Hansen et al., 1999) or 
trigonometric (Chu et al., 2012).

Data analysis showed that DSC is inversely proportional to slope 
and directly proportional to RR. In fact, most of the studies 
reported in the literature have also confirmed this type of 
relationship at plot- and field-scale (Huang and Bradfrod, 1990; 
Onstad, 1984; Kamphorst et al., 2000; Hansen, 1999; Borselli and 
Torri, 2012), although some of these relationships and models 
were not properly developed, resulting in negative DSC values 
in some cases for small RR values (Onstad, 1984; Mwendera and 
Feyen, 1992). Therefore, we proposed a simple correlation between 
DSC and the ratio of RR and slope (RR/S, mm) and presented the 
data in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, there is a strong and significant 
relationship (p < 0.001 and R2 = 0.84) between DSC and RR/S, 
represented by the following power function:
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The previous model is not linear and has a low coefficient of 
determination that would be expected when DSC is related to 
either RR or S separately. Therefore, we attempted to simplify and 
linearize the model by using a rationally developed relationship that 
relates the DSC to the square root of RR/S presented in Eq. 6. The 
proposed relationship fits the data significantly with R2 = 0.89 and  
p < 0.001 as shown in Fig. 7:
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A regression test revealed that the constant −0.0079 is not 
significantly different than zero (p < 0.01), and therefore is assumed 
to be zero. Physically, this constant represents the amount of 
detention storage of the surface that has been excluded from 
the DSC measured data and therefore should be equal to zero. 
Therefore, we performed a second regression equation assuming 
the constant β equal to zero, resulting in the following equation 
with R2 = 0.899, p < 0.001. (Fig. 7):
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The current model presented in Eqs 8 and 9 was quite similar and 
gave lower DSC values compared to other models. Equation 9 is the 
simplest equation found in the literature, and gave similar results 
to that of Eq. 8, as shown in Fig. 7, and could predict the DSC of 
the micro-catchment with low roughness values with reasonable 
accuracy. Other DSC models found in the literature mostly dealt 
with tilled surfaces with relatively large roughness values. To test 
the validity of some of the popular models found in the literature, 

the DSC values predicted by these models were plotted against 
the DSC predicted by the current model and the results are shown 
in Fig. 8. Models tended to largely overpredict DSC compared to 
the current model, especially at lower DSC values (Hansen, 1999; 
Borselli and Torri, 2012). Two of the models fail completely to 
predict low DSC values and gave negative values, as shown in 
Fig. 8 (Onstad, 1984; Mwendera and Feyen, 1992). We postulated 
that these large differences between the current model and the 
previous models are attributed mostly to large surface roughness 
and the land slope. Therefore, the predicted DSC values using 
various models were plotted against the land slope as shown in 
Fig. 9 for a specific value of RR = 0.7 mm. Hansan’s (1999) model 
seemed to slightly under-predict DSC values for RR = 7 mm but 
failed for smaller RR values and gave negative DSC values.

We analysed the effect of slope on the DSC prediction for the 
current model as compared to others. The effect of slope in the 
current model is large when the slope varied from 1 to 5% but 
the slope effect for large slope values was insignificant. These 
results are in disagreement with the model presented by Hansan 
(1999) that shows a large linear decrease in the DSC value with 
slope, and with the model of Borsello and Tori (2012) that shows 
a gradual decrease of DSC values for a wide range of slope values. 
The current work agreed with Chu et al. (2013), who pointed out 
the nonlinear nature of the relationship between DSC and land 
slope. DSC values for low surface roughness seem to have a strong 
dependence on small slope values, compared to large slopes at 
which DSC variation is minimal.

Figure 4. Relationship between depression storage capacity (DSC) 
and combined depression and detention storage as measured from 
the experimental plots

Figure 5. Relationship between depression storage capacity (DSC) 
and surface slope with different surface relative roughness (RR) 
ranging from 0.9 to 6.3 mm

Figure 6. Relationship between depression storage capacity (DSC) 
and the ratio of relative roughness and land slope (RR/S)

Figure 7. Relationship between depression storage capacity (DSC) and 
the square root of the ratio of relative roughness and land slope (RR/S)1/2
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CONCLUSION

A conceptual and simple model with 1 fitting parameter was 
developed to predict the surface depression storage from the square 
root of relative roughness and land slope. The model is particularly 
applicable on surfaces with low relative roughness, similar to that of 
fallow agricultural land and that usually encountered in rainwater 
harvesting micro-catchments. The model has been successfully 
tested using impervious plots with a wide range of relative roughness 
values, installed at various slopes with coefficient of determination 
= 0.9 and at a probability level of 99%. The model improves our 
understanding of factors affecting runoff from natural surfaces and 
can be used as a subcomponent in future rainfall–runoff models 
in small areas. It should be noted that the current study is based 
on small-scale laboratory plots and further studies in the field will 
provide more insight for practical applications.
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